Workshop
Manifest Your Dreams

Presented 4-6 times per year
Please check our website for dates
☼

Develop the high energy and empowering beliefs necessary to
achieve psychokinesis.
☼

Power up your healing and manifestation skills

Psychokinesis (PK) uses non-physical energy to influence physical matter reality. In over seventy
Adventure programs participants have used the gaming tables and slot machines of exciting Las
Vegas to learn and demonstrate PK. As taught by Dr. Joe Gallenberger, PK opens hearts, addresses
fears, and expands conscious living. Participants report transformational experiences including
instant healing of chronic health conditions, new-found ability to heal others, deepened intuition,
and dramatic manifestations of abundance. With Joe’s guidance you are sure to learn much about
yourself and creating the reality you desire.
How do we do this? Prior to the workshop we use a preparation manual at home which includes
energy and belief exercises. In Vegas, we use Hemi-Sync and heart-opening exercises to quickly
create the peak energy needed for strong PK experiences. Joe expands on known manifestation
principles, adding many other “magic ingredients” for fast, powerful results. Then we go to the
casino as a group and play for fun, fellowship, and winning! We experience immediate, “real world”
feedback of our energy sending abilities, allowing for rapid fine-tuning of the process. Playing with
small amounts of money galvanizes attention, and heals personal dynamics about risk and
deservingness that are central to manifestation.
While winning cash can’t be guaranteed and is not our primary goal, it is possible to win your tuition
and more! Participants practice harnessing heart energy to create in their world. PK flourishes while
in a grounded, focused, joyous state from which physical and emotional healing and clear intuition
can occur. It is a great way to live! Come experience this state for yourself.
Please see other side for details

☼

$1195 pays for the workshop tuition and home preparation materials*. All major credit
cards are accepted.

☼

The workshop is limited to 16 participants.

☼

It is suggested that you bring a minimum of $500 - $1,000 to invest in gaming.

☼

Hotel rooms start at about $50.00 a night, and food is very reasonable.

Your Presenter - Dr. Joe Gallenberger is a clinical psychologist with 30 years experience. His
books Liquid Luck: The Good Fortune Handbook and Inner Vegas: Creating Miracles, Abundance and
Health and his binaural beat meditation CDs Liquid Luck and Abundance Waterfall are
receiving rave reviews. He teaches at the Monroe Institute, developed SyncCreation®: A
Course in Manifestation and Monroe Institute’s MC² workshop, the SyncCreation Workshop,
and has led over seventy Inner Vegas Adventure™ workshops. After achieving powerful PK at
a university laboratory, Gallenberger devoted the past two decades to refining these
principles. He uses his discoveries to take participants into fascinating states of personal
power and intuition.
Comments from participants:
“My first time doing a 20 minute roll at the craps tables was my first genuine contact
with an energy of the universe that was timeless, noiseless, vibrant, centered,
empowering and fully expanded. I GOT IT! And from a long time meditator, Hemisync addict, Brennan healer, I tell you this state was DIFFERENT. In all
truthfulness, those 20 minutes were, so far, the most important experiential moments
of higher consciousness that I have experienced in a long, long time. With a bigger,
brighter heart” - M
“I learned that PK energy and healing energy are the same. It is an energy that flows
best when you open your heart; have love and joy; and are playful, grateful and
trusting.” – Gary Whitlock
“Our trip with you has been very powerful for me and also for Lucie. At the
workshop we worked a lot with the meaning of money, giving/receiving, charity,
open-heartedness, and our spirituality around the craps table…I (now) play from a
meditative state and I try to keep myself separate from the outcome of the dice. In a
sense, I am doing a healing of the whole environment of the craps table. Guides,
angels and even Jesus may appear around the table. At first, I was shocked by the
apparent sacrilege. But now my table is quite a sacred place for me.” - Rob McInnes
☼

Inner Vegas Adventures usually fill quickly with a wait list. To reserve your place please
contact us at 828-698-4815 or email us at Elena@SyncCreation.com.

☼

If you would like to be informed of future workshops, please sign up for our newsletter at
SyncCreation.com. (We never share your contact information!)

☼

For information and testimonials about this and other workshops, products and services,
please see our web site at SyncCreation.com

*Rates are subject to change without notice.

